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o Make You

Happy

Roberta
What would you go away for,
but for a change?
The contrast of blond and sun
and drunken blankets.
Your Initiation sought
was found
and was it catalogued?
Was the chisel-holding hand
more inspired
in the calm that fol lows trembling?
If I am ful I of questions
it ts because I care no more
and would I ike to turn from hearing
your careless "no's" dully hollow
your distant tinkling sphere
of sculptured permanence.
- Gary Kissick -

Your Steps, Aborted
Your steps, aborted from my silence,
offended, hasten away,
from the chain I inks of my vigilance.
Don't sl Ip on the ice.
The shadow's divine, but the body's impure.
As I turn towards the bourbon
both stop, I assume.
God! Al I your quirks that I have guessed,
a I I your nature.
Come unsheath your feet.
The avalanche of tears
unpleasantly chi I Is your I ips,
a sword and scabbard
I inked to chain
clank between us
In the castle of my thoughts.
Sloppy kisser.
I hate this tender act.
Have you left the motor running?
Should we burn gasoline as our sacrifice?
The Marriage Gods drive cars
and hate it too.
And yet •.. my dungeoned heart
was in your feet.
- Gary Kissick -
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A Past Excursion
In the past we plunged our presents
through flashing shadowed forest flanks
delicately, first me then you,
deepening the entrance,
tenderly as fal I ing of a leaf,
lacking thoughts of penance
with round sun caught above a tree
in expanding space of blue
this clearing, down this slope,
which is a creek of stones
flowless mosaic of tempting flaws
despite their hardness inviting repose,
a pictured branch black-torn across
our path
and there we paused
beneath the grass-floated level
of the gone stream
one saw what had been,
uncomfortable twisted beam
that spans the banks so clumsily enduring,
the softest moment for a kiss
I ight and new in that moment
of your taut skin and simple smel I,
a campus world awaiting our return
could wait.
the sun turns perfectly
at our heels with seldom turned rocks
cl inking up a thudding run
a long existing world discovered,
dry bends leading to pools
of ugly green murk,
whispers of whispering click leaf to blade
irregular ticking uni ike the watch
we lose beyond this bend
where we have heard the rush
of riplets flowing srroothly green,
gracing a wide field on the other side,

in the distance a rrovlng car
beneath the sun another world
of fami I ies and concern,
maybe they think It's too hot.
What is your hand in this galaxy?
Your touch a I ight pulse of numbers
uncountable in this woods
I would if I just knew but what,
rrore paths, who made these paths?
let us continue to avoid
return.
Brown road and tire tracks
abandoned car below the hij I
we climb towards something m~n-made
that breaks the horizon with straight and pointed I ines,
a house and windowed people chewing.
We do return but by the swan-cooed lake
eat food in the deepening gray
pensive for thought,
read stranded parts of a book together,
lose the author's intent
al I has been sweet enough
to kiss, so you bend back
and I am unwittingly upon you
mindless on your squirm
as you undo your skirt
I look up to the dark
angry tree that sways black leaves
your moan merges with the wind
geese squeal a lusty chase
the rroon reflected on the water
seems closer to me now
than you.
What did we share?
Where, Baby?
- Gary Ki s s i ck
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Music Man
She was nothing if not a slave. Perhaps not on
paper--a slave documented and saleable--but In her own
mind she was, doubtless she was. Over here, or where we
were at the tlme--there--in another African country, that
particular institution had been erased, officially, years
ago. Before she was born, if I am any judge. She would
have been born after the emancipation, a lucky I lttle
black girl come along free, no slave, plucking the fruits
of all that humanitarian gnash that had swelled to free
her--a somewhat sour fruit, acid vintage. It had been a
backhanded victory, her freedom, strained, as it was,
through the League of Nations. To look at her, see her
as she was and still is, would be to wonder how an august
body of world government could touch her life, even from
afar. I don'i want to get Into pol itlcs, let's just say
It was before and beyond her.
The pale of freedom had never been breached in her
mind. Perhaps she did have a sense of being cheated, of
snatched promise, but who knows? It was all too apparent
just by looking at her that she was accustomed to her life
and that it had probably never been any different. I don't
want to enter on any discussion about how we're al I slaves
because if you saw her you'd know you weren't. There are
ruts and there are ruts, but she was In the deepest,
sl lpperiest one I had ever seen. She's also very stupid,
but that, too, should be lrrrnediately qualified.
For a fact, I have never, even now, been able to
determine whether she's really stupid or not. She was beat,
deadened, from the first day I saw her till now, except for
that one night when she flared into a flash of vengeance and
confusion. Except for that one night she hasn't shown much
sign of I ife--in any way. I try to think she's getting
better, and sometimes, like on a morning when she wakes up
with her ugly black face shiny, when the early heat has put
a sleepy sheen to It, lubricated It for some possible action
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or reaction or something, and then her teeth stare white
out of her glossy face, I think that maybe she's coming
around. But I hate to kid myself.
I said she was beat from the first and she was. The
platoon--they called themselves that--had used her ever
since they had come straggllng In the campsite to guard me
and my equipment. There were only about flfteen of them.
I say only. To me It seemed only fifteen, not a lot of
protection conslderlng the country we were in and the slew
of bandit actlvlty that had been reported In the weeks
before I got there. I hadn't been too keen on this assign
ment anyhow, but It could have been a good chance--great
opportunity, my boss had sald--for me, aspiring young
geologlst that I was. Dangerous country, though. I was
overjoyed, at first, when I had seen the troop winding its
way up the steep slope. Then I saw she was with them.
To me fifteen was~ fifteen. To her It must have
seemed llke thousands. But no, I think numbers loose
relevance in a case I Ike that. She would not think in
thousands, but in her mind It would be an endless string, a
drab tide that molested her every thought, action, and her
body. It would be much I Ike her condition as a free woman,
daughter to slaves--nebulous, like a steaming cloud that
bl I lowed from dirty dishwater, half there, half not, Just
confusing, something that swirled steadily at her being.
That's a I ittle strong and lmprecise--her being--but
that's the word I want. To have seen her at that campsite,
utterly beaten from the first day on, a drudge in every
sense of the word, was to know that her very being, her black
self, had come to the point where she looked at the world as
a grey sheet of clothes to be washed, food to be cooked,
animals to be cared for, and bodles--as she lay back on the
stony ground--to be borne, sl lghtly aloft.
I noticed her right away that first day, even though she
was dirty, wretched, and dressed in the same clothes as the
rest of the small detatchment. One reason I noticed her was
that even among the mangy troop of soldlers--1 use the term
advl;edly and wlll say more of their mllltary qualities
later--she stood out as the blackest and ugllest. And for
some reason, perhaps because her hair was a little l~nger
than the rest, I recognized her as a woman. It wasn t her
hair though, slnce now that I think of It she barely had any
then, It was the way she came tagglng the rearguard Into
camp. She hulked, bent, with no trace of prlde to block her
shoulders or prop the angle of her head.
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I suppose only humans can get that haggard and
forlorn. I don't know. I do know she looked sorry
enough to prick the bubbling euphorla I had felt at the
arrival of the troops, my bodyguard. I suppose it's an
old and quite practical method of working off one's debt
to society, that Is, leaslng prisoners out to the
military, but to my American sensibilities It was jarring
and unclvlllzed. I didn't know what she had done--1 still
don't know what she did, nor do I want to--and the dark
brown sergeant ln charge of the detatchment seemed not to
know or care. He called her Maiale.
I thought that was her name--Maiale--so I called her
so In my mind, and later, to her aloud. I still call her
Malale even though now I know It's not her name; I know
It means pig. But I just kept It. She didn't mind then
and she doesn't mind now. I wish she did mind, but she
doesn't, she doesn't. It's even worse now, I 1 11 Just
have to find another name. With the child coming, I can't,
in al I conscience, have it cal I its mother a pig.
But to get back to the circumstances that led to this,
my--our--current state. That arrogant native sergeant and
and I never hit It off. Even if It hadn't been for Maiale
--and of course it was because of her, from the start it
was because of her--1 wouldn't have I lked that little
bastard. I have no illusions about the efficiency of any
military body, having served my own two year hitch in the
U.S. Army, but this man and his scurvy bunch were simply
too much. Their job was to guard the site, the equipment,
and to accompany and protect me on the trips Into the
craggy mountains to the east which I would have to make
nearly every day. I would have been far more secure,
truthfully, among the bandits. The shlfta would have done
what they had to do quickly, Incisively, robbed me or what
ever. These incompetents bled me.
I had only one vehlcl'e,a° Land Rover. With these
"soldiers" It was elther ride ln the vehicle beslde me, or
they wouldn't go at al I. Anyway, after I had packed all the
needed gear Into the Rover, there would be room for two of
them, two skinny ones. They could have easily followed on
foot. The terraln was so rough I barely crawled In the
Rover, but they would ride or nothing. Sometlmes when they
whiled away the morning before getting ready to accompany
me, I would leave them and go on alone. This happened more
frequently as the weeks went by. I found myself talking
to the sturdy grey Land Rover as we bounced along making
the reconafssance and the soundings together.
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The troops hadn't anything to do really. But they did
everything, even when it was nothing, slowly. Slowly and
with no sense of proportion. They had no style. They had
al I sorts of race prejudlce, but tt was a picayune matter.
To me they mlght all qual lfy as niggers, that Is, to my
then American mind, but to themselves they were no such
blanket tttle. One might be more of a Negro about the
I lps, or at the bridge of the nose, or be a shade too brown,
and be looked down on by hls fellows. Those notions seemed
petty to me. To have a massive prejudice, a black against
white, a phantasmagorlc nightmare of race was one thing.
It was stupid, unwholesome to be sure, but at least It
bespoke some manner of lunacy, and therefore was capable of
large things, large blunders, great violence and Intense and
constant fear--fear, Its matter, and Its ultimate harnasslng
Is my goal, to confront It, wear it out, and rule lt ••• you
see my task, the cupboards and cranies of mind I rummage
through. But to judge by puny gradations in color and face
•• pfahh ••
Malale was a Negro, no doubt of It. Even If she hadn't
been a transgressor--ln what way?--agalnst their order,
being black and ugly would have been enough to Insure her
niche at the bottom of the social totem. She began to
obsess my thoughts as the time wore on and my survey turned
up nothing but constant zeros. Things seemed to be coming
to a head I ike shook beer. The sergeant and his command had
nearly cleaned me out of suppl Jes. I wouldn't have minded
so much their taklng food and water for themselves, but
most of It, especlal ly the water, went to the antmals while
Malale and I got the leftovers ••• of my own stuff! What
little I could spare went to her.
The whole camp took on an odor lfke rancid fish. The
animals were only a I ittle less fastidious than the sergeant's
men. Malale smelled about like Plnocchlo, my name for one of
the goats, a particularly nasty beast who took to relieving
himself near the tent, an honor which I accepted as something
less than my due. But then I was getting less than my due
al I the way around. It was no use complafnlng to the
sergeant. He seemed to think his men, although not exemplary,
were doing quite well under the clrcumstances--whlch meant
guarding a scatterbrained American amid hostile territory-
and the animals were too precious to chastise and too stupid
to train. Besides, they had gone to great trouble confiscating
the beasts on their way up to this madman's nest, as he called
my campsite. The vii lagers had given up their goats and sheep
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with only the most reluctance. The young American had no
understanding of the intolerable conditions one had to
labor with .••
I grew to thoroughly loathe the sergeant and his men.
A lot of my expansive hate came from their treatment of
Mafale. I had given her a dress--always carried them,
along with other goods to trade for directions and shelter.
My gift turned to ashes, buffeting those al I too-good
intentions around in my head. The soldfers were ecstatic
over the innovation. Previously, poor Malale had worn
khaki trousers like the rest of them but with this partial
impediment rerroved by my generoslty--the chll I weather and
their rather pecul tar sense of modesty kept them from
having her walk about in the nude, just as her usefulness
In performing the camp chores freed her from being chained
to a staKe with some of the more ambulatory beasts--they
took to dropping her on the ground at any place and at the
most lnnoportune times.
Naturally, the first to employ this casual method of
abuse was the sergeant. Maiale had been hovering over a
black kettle mixing the morning gruel for the troops when
he flfpped her around and to the ground like a wrestler
s~owing off a new hold, an arm drag and a whip. He had her
right there, near the smoke and steam from the pot. She had
struggled, whether from the antic humil lation she was
certainly subjected to, or from a rock dril I lng Into her
spine, I don't know, but I never saw her move so much as a
muscle from then on. And from then on it was terrible
worse than ever for her. It's utterly impossible to j~dge
the effects of the haphazard and brutal note which these new
assaults on her person had taken. But to have to volley
from rape to spooning out the afternoon meal· or milking the
go~ts woul~ do nothing to bolster one's already queasy mental
grip on things.
Don't think that all I did was stand around and watch
her being laid. No, that was another reason why I began
leaving earlier to make my recon and many times without
benefit of the army's dubious protection. On my daily trips
I was stil I turning up nothing in the way of tangible results
except of a negative sort, for my employers, a wel I-known
'
international oil firm. But I had to get away from that ~amp.
It was strange that my radar probes spawned I lttle in the way
of encouragement. Considering that the rock formations were
supposedly quite conducive to finding at least a stray pocket
of that murky fluld, the brackish rot of past worlds returning
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to poison the air of ours, old liquid gold oil, my
immediate superior back at the capital with whom I
communicated weekly on a smal I radio in my tent, urged
me to keep at It.
My mind was torn between the desire to quit that
foul eyrie atop the mountain and the pity--or something-
which I felt for Maiale. If I didn't turn up some positive
evidence soon, my boss in the capital would advise pull Ing
out. At times I felt as if I wanted to salt an old wel I
with a couple barrels of Qµaker State, but, then, at
other times, I wanted to flee, thumping off across the
rocks with my confidant, the Land Rover. The dally trips
were desulatory or worse. I could barely force myself to
crank through even the motions of hunting for hidden domes
under the rocky valleys and the balding ridges. I spent
most of my time thinking •••
As it turned out, events whirled to a cllmax by
themselves, and my thinking was of no account. But that's
not true. Pondering in the wilderness had brought me to
the verge, or, at any rate, to a point where I was ready
to accept a kind of mental violence, a cataclysm If
necessary. I was just not prepared to start whatever It
would take to I iberate Maiale, and to qtien-the baroque,
slightly zany trombone that ricocheted through my brain •••
da, da, rump, rump, da, da, da •••
I had come back to the camp after having been out alone
al I day, braving bandits and whatnot. It was almost dark
when I arrived at the reeking decl lvlty nestled atop the
high ridge--dusk by more than a few minutes, later than it's
safe to be out driving along mountain trails where an absent
shaft of late daylight could mean a fatal plunge into the
bowels of a canyon. I say this to illustrate my state of
mind which was becoming progressively more shakey,
pirouetting on some wierd, dangerous pinnacle that led me
to do uncalled for things I Ike driving back in the twilight
after scouring the hills all day alone.
I ate my dinner In the dull dark of my unlit tent,
preferring not to see the unappetizing mess that I shoveled
to a groaning stomach. After I had finished, I left the
half-empty tin plate on a rock outside my tent. She would
clean It, I knew, with unlovlng--yes, unloving, for I did
not deceive myself, I never have, though you might not bet leve
that--strokes and sloshes from the near gone barrels of water.
Then I warmed up the radio to make my weekly report to the
representative of the oil cartel, him sitting composed In the
capital, drink In hand, bantering between sips with a resonant
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throat to sundry officials of the native government while
I sat perilous, bombarded by shuddering seiges of con
science in the black, non-oil-bearing mountains of the
bush. But I'm losing the thread •••
I had ~stab I I shed contact quickly and was making that
same, unerring report that I always made. Nothing no oil
in these crummy hills, Jake--1 had taken to cal I in~ him
Jake over the radio, the crackling sound of his voice
being tinny and insubstantial made me long for a more
personal relationship with him, Mr. Simpson, my boss. He
was asking for my oplnlon--your personal opinion Sam
what do you think7--on the advisabll lty of furth~r
'
reconalssance In this area. Perhaps he could tel I even
through the haltin g pop of the air waves, that my ~olce
quaked and was unsure, drifting. So he asked, shrewdly,
for my personal opinion. I had the earphones fastened to
my head and was ready to give him a considered, personal
reply when I heard--clearly but muffled as If it echoed
down one of the nearby gorges--a scream. I turned to the
front just as she -- Maiale -- crashed through the tent
flap and to her knees, covered with blood and holding a
short, dripping knife.
I ripped the earphones from my head. She shrieked
again and clutched my leg as the knife fell to the dirt
floor. My senses blew, thoughts of Jake, the brown
sergeant, and my own fantastic prerronitions mingled with
the heady smell of Maiale and the still fresh blood. I
head shouts from the soldiers. They were making their
way to my tent, whipping themselves into a murderous
lather as they drew near. I took out my pistol an
imposi~g .357 Magnum.
'
Just as they got close, I got the lamp lit outside
the ten • Then I stepped back into the shadows and fired
a shot into the air. They were al I there, al I armed, but
where was the sergeant? I reached down to Maiale who
stuck ever more firmly to my left leg and patted her on the
head. "Good girl," I said. At least she had gotten the
right one. He was I ittle more than an animal, but he was
the guts and brains of this outfit.
The second In command, a young corporal with bushy hair
and a tall, I ithe figure, began to make demands of me in a
vociferous voice. He had been the sergeant's friend and
perhaps more--1 suspected It was he who satisfied the
sergeant's sexual demands (no mean task) when the troop
wasn't lucky enough to procure a prisoner such as Maiale.
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But I answered him sharply, brandishing my weapon with
homocidal fervor. I told him In my best dialect that If
he were not gone instatnly, I would rend him ful I of
holes. And I would have.
Perhaps sensing my resolve and fear-tinted rage, or
perhaps simply because he consid~red Malale an.un
enviable commodity to lose his I 1fe over, he withdrew
quickly, spitting once in my direction. I could have
killed him for that.
Maiale and I, that is, together, organically, a~
one her clinging to my leg and I dragging her, keeping
the' pistol trained at the backs of the retreating soldiers,
shuffled into the tent. The green canvas reared itself
against the canyon wal I, rather, under It, and I
commanded an excel lent, downhll I field of fire Into the
camp below. I pulled the cot near the front flap and
sat, waiting, ready to stand guard through the long
night.
I I lfted Maiale--it was like coaxing a long black
adhesive up my side--onto the cot, where she enveloped
my head and shoulders in her rank body odor. I stayed
alert for an hour, during which time the girl's grip
around my chest slackened not a jot. I became accustomed
to her smel I. It was a powerful, eye-watering odor that
seemed to become audible, for the profound, musical
essence of her body gradually but forcefully began to
seep its way into my brain, providing a much neede~ .
rhythm section for the romping trombone and the sk1tt1sh
electronic ringing that had sprung itself as the ear
phones raked across my head. The sound of her smel I was
low, a bass, and steady I ike a rol I of tympany. Altogether
it seemed to mesh, giving me a peace of mind I had not
known for some time.
As we sat there it became Inevitable that we should
make love. Heedless to the dint of soldiers below, we
locked fast in an embrace, loading the fragile cot with
the weight of our bodies. To my surprise and soaring
delight she responded in a manner I would have thought
impossible for one in her pitiable condition. Maiale!
Maiale! At the Big Moment, when the trombone, the
ringing, and the tympany writhed in a perfect burst of
harmony, I inadvertantly squeezed off a round from the
Magnum which I had kept In my right hand. The bullet
sheared off the tent pole and brought the canvas
crashing down on us. I shal I never forget it!

Perhaps that was her last bolt, her last--burnt out
I ike a flashbulb, destined not to brighten, to sear again.
We have never since attained such fusion. She lapsed the
rest of the night into her old lethargy. Luckily, the
troops gave us no further trouble. I suppose they reported
me and that I am now a wanted man. If they ever get me
maybe l'I I be put in Maiale's place, get her old job.
Because they'I I never get her again. I pointed the Rover
straight South the fol lowing day, traveled for nearly a
week, crossed the border at night and came to this hot,
abysmal port city on the Indian Ocean. We have been here
for the last few months. She seems not to improve, but
that may be due to the added burden of her pregnancy. I
have my hopes.
After the child is born a change will be seen--must
be seen--she has to come around. I support my wife and
our impending family by working at odd tasks for Abdul,
an Arab trader here In the city. He gave me the Job out
of curiosity, but I earn my money. I help out at his
warehouse, doing a little stevedoring, a little bill Ing,
some translation, anything. He takes vast pride in my
rehabilitation, as he calls it. Abdul revels in having
an American of such marvelous education--hfs words--in
his employ, and he seeks to advise me. He doesn't think
much of Maiale, but then no one ever did. He assures me
he's seen cases like her's before and they never come
around. But he's wrong.
I'm staying with her for as long as it takes. And
don't jump to any conclusions about the soundness of my
mind. You'll think I'm addled, or at least cluttered
beyond hope, that my brain boggled and backed off from
things I couldn't cope with ••• But it didn't. I'm fine.
And I have this picture, an image--a dream or something.
It comes filtering up from the heat waves as I look across
the bay, or sl ltherfng out one of the musty corners in
Abdul's warehouse ••• it's about an all black minstrel show
except for one of the End Men who's white and It's me,
and I'm playing a trombone ••• on my foot's a tambourine •••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• but I 'm off the
track aga f n •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
- Richard Fox -
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At the Terminal
Facing what I was not meant to face:
the Nautl I lus, I .C.B.M., Enola Gay,
I've tried to turn away
and write you poems where the rroon
is undespoiled, Los Angeles
a synonymn for technicolor films
of Cary Grant and Doris Day.
I've tried to tel I myself
we swim and take the sun
beyond Cape Kennedy
or walking through Dakota, can
Ignore atomic silos and security;
stll I be alone with Byrd, not hear
the windmi I I of a giant floating seed;
think that Japan
is flower petals and
feet bound with perfumed cloth
in watercolors where the trees
are shaped I Ike Buddhist dreams.
But, for years, at six o'clock,
I've watched our television set explode
with missiles orbiting, and submarines
prowling on atomic battlefields,
diving down, from test to test
anticipating war; the planes
grow louder and their bombs more light;
the Negro at my door
turn white before
he dares his blackness to be right again.
And when, this hot Ohio night,
you say, "Regard la lune,"
I think of photographs, their Images
constructed from a thousand wireless lines;
how it wil I be up there
when down here there ls nothing but my hand
to write the drunken celebration this new century
we couldn't handle threw Itself for space.

Camus, Entendez-Vous
saw a crying woman
framed in lace curtains
and a I ittle black boy 5at on a curbstone
stroking the belly of a cat in the sunshine.
Later a fairy with ful I sad eyes
rapt up in Brahms in a record-store booth
reminded me.
It's winter here. You wil I be cold.
I warning love you, and my crystal fingers
clutch your hair. I cursing love you,
blown snow for kisses. I am
helplessly winter with a spring inside.
0 take my hand. My eyes are icing over.
In the proverbial gray alley
a proverbial drag on society
(three-day beard and sour breath, the whole bit)
pul Is a crumpled news report about his neck and sleeps.
- Margaret Harrison -

- Dick Allen -
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For A Blue Dress Once
In that negl lgible vii lage one young spring
we had one up on Mr. Frost: February, yet
two months on In the middle of May.
Narclssl I lned the paths at boarding school
and windows bll lowed where we draped our dreams.
I was the worst. And I put on
the blue, blue dress (too big In the bosom
the spring before)
and balconied myself and conjured up
a most amazing lover, and a courtyard.
Found by a prismed nun, I was sent off
to study hal I. The blue dress thinned and dwindled.
I held It last tn fal I three years ago
washing windows to close against the winter.

On Taking Notes
There are times when the in of me holds in mid-air
I Ike a plum tree in April, the time of a poem peering
doe-eyed through leaves and then, not there
Snowwhirl of woodsi lence screaming
recal I ing
once at the beach when a wave froze hot at the summit
halted by sun I ight insistent to say
Look at this day! and then fel I.
- Margaret Harrison -

- Margaret Harrison -
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Life and Life Only
Heavy with an imposed I ife,
she waits with the slow silence of age
and slinks comfortably
in the convenlency of anticipation.
Beyond almost remembering,
she sits in the sun by
the old wel I in the yard.
Wrinkled hands I ift a cool dipper
of water to her lips
and she drinks staring straight aheadher eyes have become the color of waiting.
All she cares to remember
is that she is old.
But back inside- hidden and safe
in the concave corners of her house
she weeps for the sins she did not commit.
And the times she could wake in the night
to some warm man who made her beautiful
and in lovewhen she gave what she had
and when she gave what she was.
But now and alone she slips back
into the cordort of shame
and can find no 01~-=- to share it with.
Again to the we 11 · another dipper of water
and how many rrore to go
before she has wasted a I ifetime
not knowing that she is good.
Yes, everything is quite peaceful inside
since you felt that nothing is worth knowing
while decisions are floating yll around you
and finally making themselves.
Silertly you sit with pipe in hand
and concede automatically to perfection.
So content and in order you will never bet ieve
that you have deceived yourself
unti I, when unknowingly, you take you last
tobacco breath and find that your mind
is nothing but smoke.

In Our Hands: Vincent
Moon
and stars,
s i Iver-white
and yellow,
encircle the- sky
w i th i t se I f •
The climbing sideways
and orange floatin g
wheat
plays river
with hi I Is
and blue air-
flowin g .

( 1:Jheat)
And stars,
moon, trees-
Some how
encircling
and embrassing
the growth of yellow
beneath
and ref low again
from the slashing
hands of the painter,
reslashing and hacking,
palette-building
through movements
of hate: se I f
and associative.

And sometimes
women grab too much
too often,
and sometimes
between the straw,
waiting to be cut,
and the blacker sky,
lay
the circles
of the moon
and the arms
of near-ye I Iow
stars.
Yes, and mingling
with the slashing-
Ourselves drowning
in ~on straw.

- Earl Butler -

Pat Kobrin
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Allen Ginsb~rg:
Man Against the Silence
of the Fri~ge
I
I
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Social revolutions are usually instigated by the
few and carried out by the many. Ironically, the few do
not benefit from the movement when its concepts finally
take root in the surrounding society. This is especially
true In the American democracy. The Intellectuals and
artists have become the periphery of society {the silent
fringe). The very make-up of the American system is
unique in this respect. One of the main figures in this
contemporary fringe is Allen Ginsberg. Ginsberg's
position is peculiar, for he has refused to accept the
silence of the Intellectual fringe. His boisterous
activities have created an area originating from the
fringe and infiltrating Into the very heart of society.
The Ginsberg scene started on June 3, 1926 in Newark,
New Jersey. From that point on, the normal cycle of a
man's life became completely disorganized. His education
was gained at Columbia College and has yet to have been
practically applied to any consistent pursuit of a
vocation. Ginsberg has done stints as a dishwasher, a
spot-welder, ship hand, actor, and, in his closest
association with the norms of society, as a book reviewer.
He started I iving his ·drop-out theory before it became
materialized in words, spoken and written. It was not
until the middle sixties that he preached the gospel to
others in the San Francisco area.
Ginsberg's climb to his present state is a clear
example of the theory expounded by Eric Hoffer. Hoffer
is himself an intellectual who has never been completely
assimilated by the modes of society. A dock worker for
the majority of his sixty-four years, Hoffer has steeped
himself in the writings of al I the· major philosophies.
He has written four books, al I successful, yet remains
basically anti-Intellectual. Out of this existence has
grown a philosophy which surprisingly coincides with the
Ginsberg drop-out concept of I ife. Hoffer contends that
the intellectual few of America are ignored by the
masses. He sees in the American masses the unique
qua I ity of a conscious productivity. He contends that
this productivity is spawned by the American obsession
with work. The average man is prodded by society to
make his I ife useful. This usefulness is usually
realized In work. Therefore, few of the masses really
develop their latent talents. Instead, their energies
are directed toward the productive aspect of communal
I lving. The American masses live together to work and
produce. The idea of rejecting work and devoting time
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to develop talent is considered a pseudo-intellectual
approach to laziness. Hoffer has spent his I ife In the
paradoxical situation of devoting part of his I ife to
the productive exercises and the rest of it to pursuing
and developing his intellectual talents. Hoffer has
reconciled the demands of society with the desire to
achieve Intellectual freedom.
Ginsberg has unconsciously accepted the theories of
Hoffer and has gone one step further. Appal led by the
rejection of the intellectual by society, Ginsberg set
out to mock and tease society which would not accept him
on the same level as the productive working man. Hts
poetry has become clearly anti-society. But Its early
history is bound up in the 1955 season in San Francisco.
At this time the vanguard of the Beat Generation was
initiated. Poetry readings became popular mediums for
attacking the American middle-brow culture. Such men as
Ferlinghetti, Kerouac, Snyder, Whalen and Cassady were
present at these sessions. It was at one of these
outings that Ginsberg read part of "Howl", a document
which was to become the Declara+ion of Independence for
the Beats.
Ginsberg and Ferl lnghetti led a segment of the Beats
down the path of appraising America. They found it
empty and set out to establish a new I lne of creativity.
The results may be mildly termed chaotic. It was in this
crusade that Ginsberg and associates began the present
LSD scene in the middle fifties on North Beach. Only
then they were taking trips with peyote. The movement
caught and bloomed into the present psychedel le community.
Ginsberg's sincerety about drugs seems to have been
genuine. The movement's spark, "Howl", was written, by
Ginsberg's own confession, under the influence of the
drug peyote. He has used drugs throughout the movement
to the present time as a stimulation for his imagist
poems. Lately drugs have lost Importance in the poet's
I lfe and he has faded from the psychedelic arena. But
the fruits of his early obsession remain, active and
growing.
The Beat community is a close facslmlle · of the one
predicted by Eric Hoffer. He cha I lenges the theory that
a society wil I remain stable if the writers have a dis
tinct voice in the government. He contends that scope
must be given to the untalented as wel I as the gifted. In
essence this Is what began happening in the early Ginsberg
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movement. But the essential ingredient was not
present, even from the start. Ginsberg, by his own
admission, was not interested in the field of politics.
He was concerned only with the regions of the individual's
imagination. His methods of exploration were, by
coincidence, appealing to the masses. Verbal poetry,
drugs, and the gaudy colors of the psychedelic conventions
aroused the passions of the restless, impressionistic
youth In the San Francisco area. Their concern was not
with Imagination, only with the opportunity for rebel I ion.
Thus, a community began to grow. This community is now
se If-su sta In i ng, for these youth have not fo I Iowed Gins
berg and really dropped-out. They come from middle-class
homes and with them comes money. Ginsberg and Hoffer,
though on opposite sides, have each renounced the
monetary foundations of the American system. Ginsberg's
hard-knock days and Hoffer's years as alongshoreman have given them insight into the real pltfal Is of
society. The youth of the psychedelic community have
little work experience and know society only at the
deceiving middle class level. Drugs are simply a means
of escaping the great unknown, the American society.
Ginsberg has left the Beat community and rightly
so. The robber barons and political reactionaries are
now In control. Once again Hoffer's predictions ring
clear in the San Francisco fog. The few are directing
the masses, the many are not developing talents! only
drug habits. Mario Savio and the Berkeley affair have
become the rallying cal Is which interject meaning into
the psychedelic community. Political reform prompted
by the ageless cry for fre 7d~m o: speech prov!des the
only inspiration for creat1v1ty 1n the community. Poetry
is becoming increasingly bound up in the controversy
over the war in Vietnam. Because of the average youth
fulness of the community, the poetry and social philo
sophies are actually in the form of directives from.
the older nucleus. If the situation is closely examined,
it is obvious. that the intellectuals have moved from
silent fringe to the governing seat of a r 7bell iou~
society. It rs for this very reason that Ginsberg. 1s
no longer in the movement. For in essence, there 1s no
longer a rrovement. Drugs have become a business and a
channel for a few discontented intellectuals to vent
their opinions.
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The community is actually a captive mass, enslaved
by the unconforming conformity of the Beat costume and
the addiction to drugs (vigorously promoted by the
robber barons). What started as a Ginsberg experiment
In lmaglst poetry written under drugs In a community to
be conducive to psychedel le experiences has become a
complex society split by its monetary side effects and
social conscience.
Ginsberg's poetry Is not significant. It may not
outlive the present Beat movement which It Inspired.
The early volume of "Howl" was destined to be no more
than a fugitive volume of poetry. But society created
its own rival when the volume and poet were taken Into
court on an obscenity charge. The results netted
Ginsberg a large fol lowing and a substantial Income from
his poem Ca f9cus of publ le curiosity). This trial
molded the Beat movement into a tangible community. The
poetry which grew out of this movement was unique In its
verbal qualities, but I ittle else. Had the trial never
come Into being, the Beats may have become obscure drug
addicts.
There have been some positive qua I itles of the
Ginsberg experiment. Poetry Is again being written for
Its spoken qua I !ties. Though the Beats may not produce
great poetry, they may provide a rich heritage for future
poets. And finally, the shel I of the Ginsberg community
has become semi-useful again In Its anti-war protest.
America Is always in need of a social conscience. In
this respect the Ginsberg experiment succeeded, for the
poet found his society lacking In the abll ity to
criticize Itself and therefore gave It a youthful outside
critic.
This article Is about a poet, but in actual lty not
about his poetry. Ginsberg Is a member of Hoffer's
Intellectual fringe who has refused to accept his lot.
But he has fat ten Into the dilemna Hoffer predicted: his
rebel I Ion merely created a society which al lowed the
intellectuals to move from the fringe to the driver's
seat. That community Is almost dlrectlonless. It has
captured a youthful mass and has not freed their talent.
Unfortunately, their salvation has become their enslaver,
drugs.
Ginsberg Is now Involved In the anti-Vietnam move
ment. He has migrated to New York and Is involved In
social reforms. He is attempting to become what he
originally stated he was not Interested in. His endorse-
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ment on the pamphelt put out by the Spring Mobilization
Committee to End the War in Vietnam clearly shows that
Ginsberg is now interested in politics. In 1955 Eric
Hoffer may have seen some hope in Allen Ginsberg; 1967
only reveals an intellectual who fel I into the trap that
Hoffer clearly perceived. Rebel I ion is only val id if it
provides an answer, an alternative to the present con
ditions. Political non-involvement Is impossible if the
individual is dealing with the masses. Ginsberg is the
contemporary poet whose poetry may be drowned in a sea of
Intellectual discontent stirred up by his own indecisive
ness. Somewhere in the movement Ginsberg has lost sight
of his original goal, poetry.
- Michael Rench Editor's note:

Eric Hoffer has written an interesting
analysis of the man compel led to join
a cause--any cause--in his book The True
Believer, Perennial Library, P 71 B, 60¢.
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a Means of Sustenance

The girl, age seven, dressed appropriately for camping
in Jeans and sneakers and long-sleeved shirt, sat on a
stump at the edge of her family's camp-site and watched
her mother slip behind the trailer. The tarpaulan
coverning the trailer moved, and the girl knew her mother
had gently lifted the hidden side and stored away a book
or blanket or some clothing. Her mother moved from
behind the trailer and look quickly at her father. Seeing
she had not been noticed, she pulled from her apron pocket
some cooking utensi Is, and darting behind the trailer
again, I ifted the cover. The utensi Is slipped and
clattered to the bottom of the trailer. The girl held
her breath.
The father shouted, "Helen, come here and sit down!"
The girl watched her mother come from behind the trailer,
feeling her hair and taking a quick glance at her watch.
"Yes?" she hear her mother answer, with the control led
voice her mother used frequently when speaking to him.
"I said sit down!" The girl's father did not turn
his head to look at the mother, but continued dipping the
bits of beef in the sauce pan filled with marinade, then
pushing them on the skewers.
"Jim." The girl's mother said the name softly.
"Jim."
The father ignored her and called to the girl. She
sighed, hating to move, feeling she was watching a movie.
"Yes, Daddy?" She pu I I ed her feet before her, poised to
move, but decided to wait until the second command.
"Carol! Set the table."
The girl looked at the sky, and, noting the high wind,
stooped to pick up tour rocks to hold down the table cloth.
At the table she said, "The sky's pinker, too."
"Jim." Her mother's voice wasn't soft now.
Her father said again, although it was unnecessary,
"Set the table, Carol."
The girl moved to the box containing dishes and took
out three plates. Her father looked up. "Not those, the
china."
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Her mother jumped up from the camp chair. "Jim, we
haven't got time to use the china!"
The girl waited for her father her smal I hands
fingering the paper plates, si lentl~ agreeing with him
that paper plates felt bad.
"The china, Carol."
The girl removed from the protective pillow cases
three china plates, and turned to ask, "The silver too,
Daddy?"
Her father had now finished putting the beef on the
skewers and stood turning the meat with his gloved hand
wi p Ing smoke from his eyes. " Of course," he answered.'
"Of course!" her mother shrieked. Her mother moved
from behind the camp chair where she had been fingering
the scratchy nylon and looked at him for a ful I minute
trying, as the girl could see, to make him look at her:
Her father did not turn from the gril I 1 and her mother
said, finally, wearily, "We're going. The fire ranger
said we had less than an hour before the bridge would be
cl<?sed. You can stay but we're taking the car." She
waited for her answer, and the girl could see they wouldn't
be going yet.
The girl's father turned to the girl and said, "Set
the table, Carol."
"Yes, Daddy."
From the I id of the china box she took a tablecloth
an~, above the sounds of the shouting, "-Move out, fire!,<
which had been going on for the past hour I lstened to
the plates hit the wooden table, muffled by the linen
cloth. The mother began to cry, seated now in the chair
again. The girl moved quickly back and forth over the
tab~e, laying silver and crystal and napkins in symetry
beside the plates, only once looking at her mother who
wouldn't ~o<:>k at her. She looked at the sky, and ~hen
she had f1n1shed setting the table, said to her parents,
"It sme I I s good, the f i re. "
Her father answered, "Nothing like good beef and a
good wood fire."
"I meant .•.. " the girl began.
Her mother Iooked at her this ti me. "He knows what
you meant."
"Helen, stop it. There's no need for panic. We' 11
just eat and then pack up and go. I hate panic."
fhe girl watched her mother breath deeply but
silently, close her eyes, fold her hands in her lap. "I
hate panic, too, Jim, but we're in a forest which is on
fire, and we have to leave or get caught. Do you under32

stand that?"
Her father began to serve the beef up on a platter.
She noticed his hands were shaking and that he had re
moved the thick glove too soon and that his right hand
was getting hot. Her father I icked his fingers when he
had ta ken a I I the skewers off the gr i I I • "I understand,
Helen, Jhat after dinner we wil I fold up and go. Now
serve the wine."
Her mother stood again. "At least leave off the wine.
We may have to hurry and you know wine makes you sleepy."
The girl walked to the trailer and took from the box
containing her toys a stuffed dog. Her mother called to
her, "Put it back, Carol. It's one more thing to pack."
"Let her have it," her father said, and the girl
took the dog out again.
Her father was opening the wine himself now, and the
girl went to her mother, at the chair where her mother
had flung herself again, and patted her on the hair.
"Let's eat, Momma."
They both listened to the cork ozze from the bottle,
then jumped as the father shouted, "The salad's not made!
Make the salad, Helen. You help, too, Carol."
Her mother stood. "You' re f i na 11 y going to admit we
need to hurry?"
"I 'm hungry, that's a I I , " her father answered, and
he winked at the girl. The girl looked at her mother,
then decided to wink back. The father walked to the girl
and put his arm around her shoulder. "We're troopers,
aren't we? No scardles in this side of the family."
Her father's hand patted her head, and the girl felt it
was the same kind of pat on the head she had given her
mother. The girl pulled her father's hand and motioned
for him to hear a secret. "What, peanuts?"
"Are you scared?" she whispered.
Her father straightened and looked at the sky. Her
mother turned from the table where she was tearing lettuce,
and the father quickly looked down. He held onto the
girl's hand, and when her mother had turned back to her
job, he nodded, then put a finger to his lips. The girl
smiled and nodded.
''It's ready, Jim." The mother sat on the table bench
and waited for him to pour on the dressing, then to pour
the wine. "Carol, let's eat."
The girl sat and put the stuffed dog in her lap. She
reached under the cloth and squeezed her mother's hand.
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"Say the blessing, Carol," her father said.
"Jim, let's eat!" Her mother began crying.
"Say the blessing!"
The girl began the blessing, shouting above the noise
ot cars passing and fire fighting teams yel I ing Instruct
Ions back and forth. "I pray tor the goodness of this
food to our body and that we get out of this fire, amen."
"You told her to say that," her father shouted to
her mother.
"She's scared, she said It because she's scared."
Her father picked up a fork and tasted the meat.
"Good." He turned to the girl. "You're not scared, are
you , Caro I ? "
The girl looked at him, then to her mother, then
back to her fat her. "But you sa Id you •••• "
"Eat, Carol."
The girl and the mother picked up their forks toget
her and the father watched them take a bite. He smiled,
then picked up his salad fork. He took one smal I bite,
then looked up. "What are you doing here?"
The girl and the mother turned. A ranger stood with
his head sticking above the blanket screen her father had
put up, pushing it down until his whole face was visible.
The ranger stared at them, and the girl and mother looked
away. "There's a fire! Get out!" The ranger began to
tear down the blanket. "1 1 11 help you. Now hurry!"
Her father jumped from his bench. "No you don't.
We're eating and we plan to finish. Leave us alone,
please!"
The ranger stood looking at the father, his eyes wide
and dlsbel ieving. "Man, you've got to get your family out
of here! The fire Is a quarter of a mile away. You'll
have to hurry!"
Her father sat again on the bench and took a bite
of meat, I ittlng the wine glass with the other hand.
"You're crazy!" the ranger shouted, and moved to the
girl, put I Ing her off tne bench and running with her to
the car. The girl was thrown Into the back seat where her
father had made a sleeping area from quilts. She watched
the ranger get her mother and bring her to the car. The
girt 's father struggled with the ranger, his mouth con
torted In anger, but the words were lost In the wind.
Inside the car the girl listened to her mother cry. The
ranger shook her father, then both she and her mother

watched the ranger hit the father and drag him to the car.
The father was stunned for a second, then began screaming
again and shouted al I the way to their car. The door
opened and the ranger threw the father in with them.
The father rolled down the window and shouted, 11 1 'I I sue
you for this, I ' I I report .... 11
11
11
r ove, move, hurry!
The ranger stood by the car
window. The girl and the mother watched the father clamp
his I ips shut and turn on the ignition. The father backed
the trailer out slowly, stopping with every turn to shout
to the ranger "I' I I report you! 11
The girl sat back in the seat and watched out the
back window the flames hitting the sky. She held the
stuffed dog and began to practice whist I ing. The car
bumped down the trail, and after a time c~me to a highway.
The father I it a cigarette and began smoking. He said
sad I y "We Iost a II the equipment and the s i Iver, every
th Ing: That si Iver belonged to my grandmother. Did you
know that, Caro I?" The father waited for her to shake her
head, and continued, "Wei I it did. I' 11 sue that ranger.
You can't replace something I ike that. And the whole
meal gone too."
The girl waited for him to say something more, or for
her mother to talk, but neither did, and she dozed .. When
they stopped several hours later at a gasol lne station,
the girl took the mother's hand and they walked together
to the rest room. In the dirty room with writing on the
wal Is which the girl spelled out to her mother proudly,
she asked through the metal door, "Daddy wanted the fire
man to make us go, didn't he?"
The girl's mother was silent; then, when she had
come from the cubic Ie, answered, "Yes. 11 The mother took
the girl by the hand and they walked to the car. Her
father was smll ing at them and gave them each a Coke and
a package of crackers. "So we're off." The girl frowned
at her mother.
The mother leaned across the seat as the father pulled
from the station. "You don't have to understand," the
girl's mother whispered. "Just get used to it, OK?"
The mother patted the girl's leg, and then waited for her
to nod. The girl watched her mother waiting, and she
saw suddenly that they al I were waiting for her, even
herself and a I ittle smile was what you did, and once you
d
"Y es,
got us~d' to It, It wouldn't feel funny. She sm1. I e.
OK." Her mother turned around, satisfied. The girl sat
watching the telephone poles run past her window, and
after a while said to herself before sleeping again, "But
it's still like a movie anyway, OK? 11 The stuffed doggie,
she noticed, didn't nod, but she hadn't expected it.
- Eve Shelnutt -
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Between Hear and See
The T.V. guide was vague,
so your tears touch me;
the popcorn bowl on my leg
balanced between hear and see
quivers; the rrovie ls dubbed
and the words I lpped badly;
no response yet I'm snubbed
as you clutch the chair sadly.

On Reading Kafka's

- Michael Rench -

"The Hunger Artist"
I am wrapped in wool unraveling,
Pul I ing threads from the seams,
Becoming not queen, but court jester,
In a hal I of Kafka dreams.
The hunger artist starves for boys,
I entertain the cour~;
Which of us Ieaves rroq3 hungry,
Masters the sport?
His nights pass slowly at carnivals,
Mine where the minstrel sings;
The barker buries a dead man:
I wait before kings.
"Nothing is done," I write him.
"Only the dead," he replies.
I move in the morning weary,
Haunted by Kafka's lies.

Vozhesensky's Friend
Vozhesensky's friend stares
into the New York mist,
seeing beyond al I protocol;
a man groping into now
beyond social reality,
fearing only the censorship
of his own mind.
Silently he moves an idea
to belief and condemns his
own lack of faith.
Pinned to a pegboard
of the past, he walks
vlsaless back to 5th Avenue.

- Eve She I nutt - Michael Rench -
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Reflections of Nothing
The aroma of bacon frying sti I I remained with Doug as
he pushed his canoe from shore out onto the lake. He sure
felt good. Last night was the first time he had slept,
really slept, for a good two weeks. And this morning,
that breakfast while he watched the mist rise from the
I~ ke, t~at 1vas somoth i ng . It must have been the chi I I y
night air that made him sleep so wel I. A man's just
gotta get off by himself every once in awhile. Does him
$ood. H~ hoped the fish were biting. He'd I ike to tie
into a nice bass, or maybe a big Northern .
He was heading through the channel now, the one
formed by the island on the left and the lake shore on the

right. He I ifted his paddle in and laid it across his
thighs. He looked at the surface of the water, smooth
here in the cnannel. Just I ike a mirror. He had ~eard
there was a room in an art museum in Buffalo made uo of
nothing but mirrors. The walls, the floor, the cei I ing-
al I mirrors. You go in there and it's I ike standing
nowhere. Nothing nowhere. You've probably got to spread
yourself out on the floor and have every part of your body
touching something to feel safe. ''Infinity Room" they
ca I I ed it. t~o wonder.
He started to paddle again, this time dipping the
paddle in slowly and carefully to make as little dis
turbance as possible. Pul I ing it back, then turning it
in the water so it acted I ike a rudder, before bringing
it out again. He felt like he was in a slow-motion movie
and he pretended that he was, doing everything in slow
motion until he was in the smal I cove. He looked at the
Ii ly pads serving as a margin around the cove, starting
along the island and moving towards the channel. There!
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Heading towards the open lake, something swimming. A
beaver, that was it, a beaver. He could see its head at
the front of the little wake, its nose pointing up at the
sky.
He turned to baiting his hook, piercing the big
chub minnow under the dorsal fin low enough not to break
the backbone and high enough not to hit the stomach
cavity. That way it would stay alive and look rrore natural
on the hook. He cast the bait to the edge of the Illy
pads, sat back, and I it a cigarette. He had to cut down
on his smoking while he was up here. He promised Leslie
that. They weren't even engaged and she was acting like
a wife. Maybe that's why he came up here. To get away
from the dates, the bars, the movies, the parties the
"Hi, how are ya's" and the "What're ya doin' now'~", the
parked cars and the apartment beds, the bright, sunny
rrornings that weren't bright and sunny and the dul I
muggy mornings that were dul I and muggy. Maybe that's
why.
Sitting back in his canoe, Doug I istened. Now and
then he'd pick up his pole and give the bait a I ittle
twitch, but most of the time he I istened. He heard the
quiet. He never heard it quiet before, real quiet. But
here it was, quiet, nothing. Sometimes a bird chirpped
or something fell from the white birch trees there on the
island. But most of the time --- nothing.
He flipped the cigarette into the lake and heard the
short sss. He watched as it lay there, topping each I ittle
ripple as they came to it. Funny how man could always
leave a trace of himself. Now Les I ie was a virgin when
he first met her. And that was a surprise, because there
were very few virgins left unless you go al I the way back
to high school. Then he had left his mark. A'girl
loses something more than just her virginity. Not in her
self though, not in her soul, or her morals, or anything
like that; but in the eyes of man. Man is always looking
for the virgin, that something special where no man has
been. But they're fast running out. Doug watched the
cigarette butt. This lake had once been virgin, like a
lot of other lakes. But where were they now?
It was beginning to get warm and Doug took his outer
shirt off. Occassional ly it would be warm enough to
strip down completely and get a tan. He hoped it would get
a little hot. He'd hate to lose the tan he had. It had
taken him three weeks to get that rich brown. Now he'd
probably have to spend the whole week up here under heavy
clothes and lose it all, or any way most of it.
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He looked over to the edge of the lily pads where
his float should have been but wasn't. He had something!
Or his float had drifted back into the pads. No, it
wasn't there. He had something. He picked up the
casting rod and released the drag on the reel. When the
fish had swallowed the bait with the hook, it was alrrost
impossible for Doug to lose it. The hook would stick in
its gullet and there was no way the fish could throw it.
The I ine began to rol I off the reel slowly. Doug
waited. The line moved faster and Doug put his thumb on
the reel stopping it, at the same time whipping the rod
up high and hard. He had it. The fish fought back,
making two runs. But Doug waited, letting It spend
itself. In the end he had a four pound Pike laying in the
canoe, panting. At least it looked I ike it was p~nting,
moving only its gil Is open and shut. Its green sides
were shiny and thick, and Doug looked at the pattern of
white spots there.
"You'I I do for lunch. Now, where's your mother, eh?"
The fish flopped, smacking against the ribs of the canoe.
He was glad he had caught it. The rrore fish he would
catch, the better chance his supplies would last the
whole week. If they didn't he'd just have to leave early.
He hooked the fish on the stringer and lowered it into the
water.

After fishing awhile longer and smoking another
cigarette, Doug brought the fish back in and moved out of
the cove. He looked at the white birch trees on the
island. He'd be back tomorrow unless he found a better
place this evening.
The channel was filled with I ittle ripples now. A
lot of them, I ike the carpeting he had in his apartment.
Paddling through the channel, Doug saw another beaver.
Or was it the same one? It was directly in front of him
about fifty yards away and swimming towards the island.
He looked in the direction it was going and saw what he
had missed on the way in. A beaver lodge, with its sticks,
branches, and mud bui It up in a hump. Without its branches
it would look just like a pygmy Indian mound. So that's
where it was going. Doug changed course a I ittle and
paddled to intercept it. When he got to a~ou: thirty feet
from it he could see the rat-I ike head st1ck1ng up 1n the
air, but only for a moment. The flat tail came up,
whacked on the surface of -the water, and the becver dove.
Christ it was big. It would go thirty-five, maybe forty
pounds: Doug stopped paddling and sat drifting, waiting
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for.the ~eaver t? come up again. It appeared forty feet
behind him, heading back the way it came. He tried
running it down two more times, enjoying the I ittle game,
before starting back for camp.
As he paddled along the lake shore to where ~is tent
was ~itched, Doug thought about the beaver. He I iked the
way its tall had slapped the lake every time it submerged.
That was a warning wasn't it? Yeah, that's right. When
beavers are working on trees for their lodge they always
set up a guard. If something should threaten them the
guard would pound its tall on the ground. That wa~ one
smart ~nimal, having its own Industry, I iving in a
community there in the lodge. He wondered how many I ived
there.
Doug reached his camp. He kept busy filleting the
Northern, fixing lunch, and cleaning up. After he was
f!ni~hed, it was the hottest part of the day -- terrible
f1sh1ng. It wasn't real hot this far north. But it was
warm 7nough for Doug to lay in his swimming trunks on
the I 1ttle beach that he had. Every once in awhile he'd
go in the lake, but the water was cold, so for most of
the afternoon he just lay there.
He thought about his trip up here where it was quiet
and peaceful. Almost too quiet. But it was nice to get
away. He got his transistor radio and tried to find a
station.
11
• • • ly cloudy with some chance of rain
in the lower
section ~f Ontario. Highs ranging from seventy-five
degrees 1n the upper section to eighty-eight in the lower.
Lows tonight wil I range from forty-seven degrees in the
upper part to sixty degrees in the lower. It is eighty
five here in Toronto. And that's the weather for Ontario 11
"S even f rom three here with much more music on WCTV •
in Toronto. Num~er three on the hits of the week survey
here: Scott McK1nsey and' If You Come to San Francisco
Wear a Flower in Your Hair-'."
'
. . Doug laug~ed. Flower power. Hippies. Community
I 1v1ng. He tried to find another station, turning the
volu~ up al I th 7 way and moving the tuner slowly.
Nothing but static. Oh wel I, he'd probably pick a few
up at night. He waded into the lake and dove.
When he ca"': out! the sun was behind a cloud and Doug
was cold. He dried himself off and put his clothes on.
He ~icked up Brave_Ne1-1 V/orld and started to read, smoking
a cigarette. But 1t was too quiet. Everything must sleep
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In the afternoon up here. He sat there against a tree,
thinking. He'd have one of those prepared dinners
tonight. They were just I ike TV dinners only you
didn't have to freeze 'em. A bee, gathering pollen,
wandered into the camp and flew around Doug's head. He
flapped at It.
What In the hel I does a guy do up here besides fish?
It was stil I too early to go out. He knew they wouldn't
be biting yet. He picked up the radio and turned it on.
"And that's from the number one album this week:
'Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band' by the Beatles."
Doug flapped at the bee again. He wished he had
stopped at one of the resorts he passed on the way up.
Wei I, If the fishing doesn't get better, he'd leave
early. Maybe stop at one of those resorts. He watched
the bee as it flew off over his tent. Why would anyone
want to make a room out of mirrors anyway?

- John Ritterhoff -
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Sonnett for Walter Brennan
Ezra, Wystan Hugh and Thomas Stearns-
So tiresome, so allusive, so passe:
To sift the ashes in such burial urns-
ls this to make the poetry of today?
Such fools would have us fritter time away
In search of form; three cheers for him who spurns
Their studied art, who knows it doesn't pay
To incorporate in verse the things one learns!
Knowledge is pedantry, and rhyme a game,
Syntax insipid, metaphor a bore,
The media cater; verse should do the same,
Stick to the surface--poetry needs no core
Of thought from ages past. Poets, court fame:
Your beacon beckons; see the space ships soar!

loafing in a Graveyard
.
Lying here under your maples, I 1stening
to some of your only visitors (the birds),
and sampling a bit of your profession.
Oh, but it's no denying, you al I
are professional sleepers. .
.
.
A third of my I ife is spent 1n apprent1cesh1p
to join you.
I am in practice.
- Doug Baker -

- William R. Runyan -
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Swansong
"Alright, Johnny, haven't got much of a load for you
this time, forty-seven passengers. About half of them're
getting off before Cleveland. No sweat this run." The
dispatcher lowered his cl lpboard a moment to look at
Johnny. A sullen face scowled back at him from around a
washroom locker door. The dispatcher dropped his official
tone for a friendly one. "Yeah, figure you should have
good weather. You got a mI I k run, Johnny. Yup." There
was another silence while Johnny angrily tried to shove
his tie into place, his hands trembling slightly. The
dispatcher continued. "Read in the paper this morning
about a guy driving for Trallways. He fell asleep on the
road, his bus crossed center I ine and he hit this semi.
Ki I led five of the passengers and both drivers. Awful,
huh Johnny?" Still, there was no answer, as if Johnny
was waiting for something else to be said. Finally, very
embarrassed, the dispatcher came to it. "Uh, I just
wanted to tell you how sorry I am about you're being with
the company al I these years and then getting fired, just
I ike that. Some of the guys and me were talking about
it this morn Ing and ... "
Johnny cut him off. "Skip it."
"Okay Johnny, sure. Just thought I 'd te 11 you.
This is your Iast run, huh?"
"Yeah", and Johnny s Iarmied the Iocker door shut and
walked over to a mirror, not bothering to notice as the
dispatcher left. He wiped his sweaty hands on a towel.
A lot that bastard cares, h~ thought. Fat lot he cares.
Goddamn it, I put twenty-eight years into this chicken
shit outfit and look at how they pay me back. One lousy
week's notice. And just because they say I was rude to
the passengers. Shit, so what If I told some old ladies
to shut up. How did that guy at the main office put it?
"Constantly and consistently exhibiting rude and obnoxious
behavior against your passengers." Oh Christ, that ruins
me. Can't find a job with another bus company. And
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whatta lousy way to lose this one. This is the best job
anyone could ever ask for. Christ, this company is my
home. It's a I I I got. He Iooked at his tanned Ieft hand.
There was stil I a circle of white where his wedding ring
had once been. Two years since Mary left me. Guess
that sorta took me down quite a ways. Ever since then,
I've I lved for this Goddamn company. And now they fire
me. He cursed as the loudspeaker announced the boarding
of his bus. I got one more trip to make, he thought.
One more lousy trip, then where do I go? He took a final
look at his face. The untidy hair fel I across his seamed
forehead and became entangled with busy eyebrows. His
eyes had a slight outwards bulge, I ike the headlights on
his dul I si Iver bus. He swore to himself again, then
abruptly turned and walked out of the washroom towards the
brightly I it loading docks.
As he started collecting the passenger's tickets,
he automatically registered their faces -- a young sailor
with the grim expression that means shipping orders, an
assortment of wildly chattering college students carrying
guitars and duffel bags, a couple of fems who stood
closely together and wore very tight seersucker jeans, a
frail old woman with a simpering and senile grin of
incomprehension. He ticked them off mechanically. Forty
seven. "That's al I of them", he yelled to the dispatcher,
then he swung around and climbed into the bus, pausing
for a moment to look at the many seats. Company isn't
doing so wel I, he thought, then checked himself. What
the hel I do I care if the damned company fal Is flat on its
face! He shook his head slightly and climbed into his seat.
As he pulled the blackout curtain around the driver's
compartment, a strong change came over him. An easy
smile injected warmth into his cheeks. His muscles
gradually relaxed and his posture became that of a man in
his easy chair in front of a fire. He gazed fondly at
the shiny chrome instrument panel and the black-faced
guages with their motionless needles. They were to him
what family pictures mounted on a desk were to others.
His hand was strong and purposeful as it caressed the
steering wheel. The hard black rubber was smooth and
slightly oily. Then his ri~ht hand moved sideways and
gripped the gear shift lever. His head dropped for a
moment to rest against one of the spokes in the steering
wheel. Oh Jesus, he thought, it's good to be back.
This is where I belong. Al I thoughts of this being the

last trip were pushed aside for that one reassuring
moment of security.
After awhile, he I ifted his head and smiled. Then
he started the engine and I istened to its low hummt~g.
As he swung the lumbering bus out of the depot and into
the traffic, he remembered that Mary used to hum that
way. It wasn't long after the wedding, however, that
she had stopped humming. His body became an automatic
pi lot as his mind flipped back to those years. S~e was
a beautiful woman. A ful I rich figure, a soft sm1 le that
came readily at the sight of him. _Their f'.rst year had
been ful I of sunny afternoons playing tennis, longdistance cal Is when he was on the road, evenings of quiet
talk and love. He never could quite understand whr she
had married him since he was twenty years her senior.
But as he drift~d through the years, driving his bus
and ignoring any chances for promotion, he sensed her
growing frustration, a need in her for more than he
could offer. She became envious of their neighbor's new
car. She wanted to go out often to cocktai I lounges.
Gradually their happiness dete~iorate?. S~e must have
seen in him the prospect of being a rich widow. Sh~
never quite understood that he too had nee?s, that he
desperately required security, that ever ~1nce h: had
been a chi Id and seen his father go from Job to Job to
alchohol ic grave, he had developed a nervous f~ar of.
anything instable. He had been fortuna:e to fin? a JOb
at the bus company and he settled into 1t, wrapping :h~
job and company around him I ike a war~ blanket. A r191d
complacency began spreading through him, and Mary started
complaining. It would be a sarcastic "Some m~n a~e
thinking of moving on to bigger and b7tter :h1n~s or an
inquisitive "Don't you want to rise higher 1n I lfe, to go
above driving a bus al I the time?" or a bitter "You haven't
got the guts to do anything, do you?"
.
Then, two years ago, the company offered him :he
job of dispatcher, which ca~r'.ed a hi~her pay, easier
hours and greater responsib1 I 1ty. Quietly, as he had done
before Johnny declined to accept the promotion offer. So
the ne~t day, when he came home from work, h7 found that her
side of the closet was bare. She had left him. The
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security that Johnny had so carefully built over the years
was proven to be an II lusion and demolished. He had
taken her presence, her warmth and security so much for
granted that, left without it, he quickly degenerated
into an embittered, frightened old man. His usual quiet
nature became over-ridden by a surliness and apathy that
stripped him of al I the popularity and respect he had
accumulated over the years. Now, as he stabbed the bus
through gaps in the traffic, he realized he was at the
~nd ~f his road. Yet, accompanied by waves of nausea, the
1nev1table question of self-survival had already begun
swamping his mind. He was suddenly conscious of his
vo Ice muttering a Ioud the words: "Dear God, what am I
going to do now?"
"What did you say, young man?" The harsh inter
ruption jolted Johnny back to reality. It was the
simpering old lady whose ske1etal hand had thrust open
t~e curtain. He couldn't help feeling revulsion at the
sight of her vacant eyes surrounded by thick mascara.
"\vhat can I do tor you, Ma' am?" He sudden I y noticed
that it was getting dark outside.
The flabby canvas-I ike face again interrupted him
by thrusting itself towards him. "Were you talking to
yourself, huh?" Her shrill voice somehow blended in with
the whine of the bustires on the highway.
"Yeah, I probably was. Did you want something?"
She seemed unf a zed by his rudeness. "We I I , I just
wanted to know what time we're getting to Pittsburgh?"
t,e glanced at his schedule, then rep I ied, "10:35."
She simpered something in reply, then tottered away
:o her seat. He tried to focus again on Mary, but the
image had faded. Instead, he was left with the haunting
question "what now?" Here I am, he thought, fifty yea rs
old, out of a job, and al I I can do is drive a bus.
Bastards, why did they have to pick on me, huh? Twenty
eight stinking years I worked for them. What do they
expect a guy to dq? Christ, I can't get another job now.
I'm too old. What're they trying to do to me? What?
Without noticing it, his anger had pushed his foot harder
upon the accelerator. The speedometerneedle danced at
sixty-five. Bastards think they can wipe a guy out just
because he has a bad temper and yel Is at people. They
haven't got the right. They don't care what happens to
a guy. They expect him to work his ass off for God-knows
how long, then one day they just tel I him to move on.
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He scowled at the highway. It was now completely
dark and the strung beads of opposing I ights made a
hypnotic patt~rn. He was steadily Increasing his speed
til I the speedometer needle passed seventy and stopped
registering. He didn't quite know why he wanted to go
even faster, but he felt a brittle anger pounding in his
skul I. It had assumed the rhythm that the bus was making
as it gently rocked on its springs. Johnny's mind began
to wander at an even faster pace, ac~elerating as the
bus did. He began confusing revenge with the idea of
Injustice. His indignation slowly boiled over Into anger.
Somewhere in his mind came the story he had heard that
morning of the driver who crossed center I ine and caused
a fatal accident.
Bastards, bastards, bastards. I' I I show them, every
loving mother's son of them. They've got no right to do
this to me. His hands became very sweaty and they
trembled slightly as he wiped his forehead. Son of a
bitches are never gonna forget me. Won't let them forget me and how they treated me. His breathing became
shat lower. Several times he started to swerve the bus
into the opposing lane, his hands jerking and stabbing at
the wheel as in love-play. The bus rocked violently and
several of the passengers had awoken to murmer among
themselves. A truck suddenly blared its horn as the two
vehicles clicked mirrors, the one on the bus completely
shattering. Johnny turned white and almost lost hold of
the wheel. Oh my God, oh Jesus Christ, what have I done?
He stared at the few remaining s I i vers of g I ass that
dangled on their twisted struts. The passengers were
chattering wi Idly. Johnny began pumping the brakes
gently, then insistently. The air hoses hissed harshly as
he pulled the bus over on the shoulder. He couldn't stop
looking at the smashed mirror. My God, what have I done.
Then he lowered his head on the wheel, as if surrendering
himself to the bosom of his bus. Oh God, what have I done?
Dear, dear God, what aM I going to do now?
After a moment, he raised his head and stared at the
circle of faces around him. Goddamn it, they think I'm
nuts, I I m Ioco. "Get out of here, a I I of you, Ieave me
alone." The faces retreated from his anger. He hurled
the doors open and rushed into the cool night wind. Faces
peered out the bus windows at him.
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Johnny stood there for a suspended minute, looking
3 carnival.
He slowly raised
his head and looked at the faces, at the squat grimy I ines
of the bus, the orange and red running I ights, the
shattered fragments of the mirror, the huge yellow beams
of head I ights and the open door. He thought of how Mary
used to hum, and how the moon would give her hair a soft
shine. Somehow, her face began to merge with the facade
of the bus. For a moment, as the moon harshly ii luminated
the metal flanks of his bus, he thought he saw again her
shiney hair. Then he walked back onto the bus. The faces
were sti I I wary and angry. Johnny slid into the driver's
seat, closed the doors and re-engaged gears. He took a
long breath before swinging back onto the highway,
softly stroking the slippery steering wheel, he whispered
to It, "Quite a swan song, hun baby? And now I guess
you're leaving too."
I ike a I ittle boy lost at

- Ralf Don Keysser -

Time
With
With
Like
Time

swiftness offal I ing star,
elusiveness of the wind,
changing tides of ocean far,
- the supreme mystery of men!

How quickly you take my waking hours,
They slip one by one from my grasp;
Like sand of my childhood seashore towers
They tumble by and become my past.
Even in quietest of sleep
You steal away the prize,
The prize that I had sought to keep
While slu~ber closed my eyes.
The
Are
Men
And

day,
only
have
make

the month, the year,
used for measures!
sought to entangle time
it part of their treasures.

My past is the prize that you have ~on,
But the present is stil I in my holding;
And new tomorrows I have begun;
A future is mine for the molding ....

- Mary f-.AcCo I Ioch -
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Walking
"And mi Ies to go before I s Ieep."
--Robert Frost

Moon
The moon on the sky:
I hang it--take it off-
and gaze at it each time.
Brightest moon:
around a pool I amble
and each time the night is gone.
Poverty's child-I start to grind the heavy day
and gaze at the moon.
If, to the moon's bright edge ,
one should glue a handle-
what a splendid tan!
- Eugene K. Guechele -

The stones tee I I a rger underfoot,
our ankles conscious of their motion.
We breathe the dry lipped sunlight
and w see the squinting heat rise
from a beoten road. Besides,
we are tired, lonely:
in my laugh.

the characters

Could we stop, should we stop dead
and
rest?
v:e could sit on moss rocks, find
and drink some green shade ahead,
and breathe the jade wind;
just stop
and leave the road
and lay ourselves to
rest.
Ve are ti rod and lonely.
We should talk to pre~nant shadows
and I isten to wise strea~s
and learn a hermit cantata. Gut
rost important,
•.-1e shou Id
rl3st.

We are tire d lonely:
a I i vc 0nd ou rse Ives. But vie know
we cannot stop here, now
and
rest, unless the rain
fal Is out of our clouds.
- Eugene K. Guechelc
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The Time of Friendship
by:
PaulBowles
pub( ishers: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
price: $4.95
reviewed by: Eve Shelnutt

Of Warm Spring Nights,
Good Ale, A New love,
Hope Renewed
That most lonely rart of me,
Ca 11 s itself "Poet 11
Spending dreaming ;ords across the page,
From mind to hund to paper.
Words to say what must be spoken,
Only said now through the silence of my pen,
This after-midniql,t hour.
It is night made-warm by ale
And quiet cxpection of I ips and
Ti mos not yet knm-m but hoped for,
Of some high romance,
Surrassing in wonder the golden Summer,
The wealth of Autumn,
Or the pale, cold breath of hinter -
Spring rema ins for lovers.
- Job Rm, I ands
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Joan Baez says of a song on one of her a I bums, "It
doesn't protest gently, but it sounds gentle." The same
could be said of The Time of Friendship, Bowles' first
col lectlon of short stories-since The Delicate Prey In
1950. Bowles has been accused of vitriolic attack upon
a society turned cold by technology and the nihilism of
absurdity. This latest collection carries that theme,
but Bowles now chooses to lead the reader gently, and if
he pushes it is with the finer tools of his craft: irony,
Imagery, and imagination. Caught in the subtleties of
action, the reader makes his own real lzation of lost
friendship, lost magic, lost time.
In the title story, Fraulein Wind I Ing, a teacher who
spends her w Inters In North Africa, where "There is no
metal," takes a Moslem boy, SI imane, as her guide with
the hope of making him her friend. She accepts the fact
that "A new generation requires a new technique if one Is
to establish contact." But this knowledge can only lend
Fraulein Wind I Ing patience and resolve; it cannot change
the facts of war. In the end Slimane leaves to fight.
The aging teacher is left with the bitter irony of chance.
"If only death were absolutely certain in wartime," she
thought wryly, "the waiting would not be so painful."
In "The Frozen Fields" Bowles leads the reader through
the mind of a boy whose sense of magic is turned against
him, from romantic escape to awesome freedom. In this
story hate and war among relatives destroy contact.
Watching the conflict enacted at his grandparent's farm
on a Christmas holiday, Donald finds the imaginary wolves
surrounding the farm are no longer distant and terrifying
by comparison. In the final dream of transcendence,
Donald sees himself joining the pack, running with it
faster and faster across the snow.
Bowles pushes his reader most firmly in "If I Should
Open My Mouth," a story of a man plotting mass murder.
His ii lness is timelessness, his cry: I am invisible.
And here Bowles tells us: "It (feeling invisible) Is the
terrible contrad1ct1on that is unbearable: being there
and yet knowing that I am not there, for in order to be,
one must not only be to one's self: It Is absolutely
imperative that one be for others. One must have a way
of basing one's being on the certainty that others know
one is there·."
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In this story and the twelve others which make up the
collection, Bowles tel Is us the certainty is gone, destroyed
by man, his machines, and his determination to extract from
his mind "whatever by-products it could furnish." The
result is a silent, timeless play enacted by men who have
lost the magic of a world once rich In magic. And having
lost the heritage of our past which made the world magical,
Bowles tells us, exquisitely, "Le temps qui coule lei
n'a plus d'heures": there Is no longer a sense of time
here, or in fact anywhere. The title of the book is complete
irony.
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Migration
When they cal led her wife and rother,
And privacy took flight,
She gently boxed her talents
And put them out of sight.
And so one day when years had passed,
With time again her own-She happily took down the box,
But the talents al I had flown.
- Ruth Ann Peck -
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The Nexus staff is sponsoring a writer's group.
group is open to any interested writer attending
Wright State or I iving in the surrounding communities.
The purpose of this organization is to promote writing
and to give the amateur writer a chance to meet with his
peers to exchange works and ideas. The group wi II meet
monthly at which time the members wil I read selections
from their works and discuss them. Interested parties
should contact Michael Rench at 293-5557.
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